The present paper aims to explore, and address some issues concerning the Romance diachronic morphosyntax in the light of theoretical and methodological considerations on the grammaticalization and pragmaticalization phenomena, and the question of linguistic change. Building on the previous work concerning grammaticalization, we intend to reveal a pragma-linguistic scenario that accounts for the actual situation of the Romanian indefinite compounds. We consider this subject to be very particular, meaning that the historical development of these pro-forms is not a canonical case of grammaticalization or pragmaticalization.
their.GEN 'And they captured everything they had, all their children and women, and robbed anything they had in their houses.'
There are cases in which the pro-noun functions as head of the NP (4) and is followed by a preposition (dentre, dintru, den), or as a noun (5) The prevalent syntactic function of the pro-noun is that of sentence connector, taking sometimes a relative value (6): 'No one knows who the Son is, except the Father, and anyone whom the Son wants to reveal himself'
As far as the pro-adjectival use is concerned, the texts revealed two situations: one in which the pro-form is located in front or after the modified noun (7), and another one in which the pro-adjective takes a fixed position -in front of the noun with a preposition (de, la, în, cu, din, pre, supt, asupra) interposed between the two elements of the compound pro-form (8): 'And in any town you will get and you will be welcomed, do eat!'
Certain writers prefer the second case, an example being Dosoftei, who, in Psaltirea în versuri, makes use of 23 interposed constructions out of 33 contexts with pro-forms.
In some of the contexts in which the pro-forms function as connectors of headed relative clauses, the head is represented by the quantifier tot (9): Vare-series: varecum, vareunde, vareîncotro, varecât, vare cu cât, b. Oare-series: oarecând(u), oarecum, oareunde, oare unde, oare-încătruo c. Ori-series: oricum, oriunde, oricând d. Veri-series: veriunde, vericât As our data confirms, interrogative pronouns represent one of the derivational bases of the indefinite pronouns (Haspelmath 1997) (24) Our data revealed singular cases in which the indefinite pro-adverb is used as a proadjective, as in (32) According to SILR, the situation of the pro-forms in Modern Romanian was slightly different from the previous stage investigated.
4.2.1. Indefinite pro-nouns, also used in some contexts as pro-adjectives and connectors
As far as the indefinite pro-nouns and pro-adjectives are concerned, the authors of SILR noticed that the use of the ori-series (oricine, orice, oricare, oricât) has been generalized in the 19 th century. The pro-noun oricare, identified in the previous stage as having variable uses, keeps its variability at the beginning of the century, but the unmarked forms prevail during the entire century. Thus, the forms oricarea, oricarii disappear and oricarele is rarely used.
Considering the oare-series, it can be noticed that the form oarecare is widely employed during the entire century, while the forms oarecine, and oarece are rarely clac 65/2016, 223-256 A peculiar situation is the one in which orice is used with a noun in the plural, situation considered noncompliant with the Romanian grammar norms: chei pentru orice sertare ('keys for any drawers'). 
Pro-adverbs and connectors
Among the pro-adverbs, the oare-series is more frequently used than the ori-, oarecum being the form most used within the series. Adding to the forms vareîncotro/oareîncătruo specific to the old language, we can notice in this period the presence of the form ori încătro: In post-position, the indefinite pro-adjective oarecare gets the qualificational meaning "ordinary" (52a), situation that appears as early as the 17th century (52b): c.) all these forms coexist with all the functions above mentioned. The verbal origin of the interrogative particle vare (VOLET) has already been established by previous research on grammaticalization (Dinică and Zamfir 2009) , while the interrogative source of the indefinite proclitic element vare has been well-argumented (Haspelmath 1997) . In addition, we consider that this grammaticalization step from the Old Romanian language has been possible due to the morphosyntactic association of the interrogative particle with an interrogative pro-noun The pro-form oarece is used in the 16 th c., both with quantitative (indefinite and universal) and non-quantitative indefinite meaning, as in: puţină oarece împărţitură -indefinite quantifier ('some'); tot oarece -universal quantifier ('everything') and oarece lucru bun -free-choice indefinite pro-adjective ('any').
In the Present-Day Romanian language, the quantificational meaning of oarece is The primitive changes that accompany the formal reanalysis and semantic reinterpretation are represented by the features described in Section 3.2. At the phonetical level, there is some loss of phonological/phonetic substance in the development of the Romanian orice from voare/oarece (see 2.1). In addition, one may notice some changes in the morphological compositionality, since orice is a compositional form, and its internal structure was affected by reduction: oare + ce > orice.
We also notice the loss of morphosyntactic properties due to the shift form indefinite pro-noun to indefinite pro-adjective. The use in the Present-Day Romanian language of clac 65/2016, 223-256 fixation of the pro-adjective in prenominal position) and autonomy (does not allow interpositioning) of the indefinite orice. In extension, orice starts to be employed more frequently in quasi-phrasal structures (Chivu et al. 2012:517) , such as: orice s-ar zice ('whatever they say'), orice s-ar întâmpla ('whatever it may happen') or it allows the combination with another indefinite pro-form: orice altceva aş fi făcut ('anything else I would have done'). As far as the semantic changes are concerned, the data revealed a more bleached meaning of orice. It increasingly develops various nuances in the realm of indefiniteness.
As far as orice is concerned, the side effects are noticeable. Paradigmaticization 7 is generally related to productivity and frequency, all being correlated in the development of orice. In a general sense, orice enters the indefinite pro-noun paradigm, and is a frequent linguistic item. Obligatorification (decrease of paradigmatic variability (Beijering 2012: 48) ) clearly does not apply to orice as it is a free choice element, exception being the concessive connector status. Likewise, condensation 8 does not occur because the structural scope of orice is not reduced.
With respect to layering, we see that the interrogative particle vare(ce) was reanalysed as the indefinite proclitic element ori(ce). The indefinite pro-form ori can be used to express various dimensions of indefiniteness. It may be used as a relative/concessive sentence connector, or it may occur in set phrases. As regards divergence 9 , it can be observed that the source of ori(ce), the interrogative form vare(ce) continued to exist in the 16 th c. along with the new indefinite form. Specialization does not apply to orice, as similar and simultaneously existing expressions are not reduced to one major expression. Persistence relates to the observation that a linguistic item or construction retains traces of the linguistic item or construction from which it emerged. In the second 7 Paradigmaticity is defined as The cohesion of a sign with other signs in a paradigm,(...) that is, the degree to which it enters a paradigm, is integrated into it and dependent on it. ( Beijering 2012: 42) 8 As defined by Beijering 2012: 108, condensation represents a decrease in syntactic scope, but also an increased dependency. 9 When a lexical form undergoes grammaticization to clitic or affix, the original lexical form may remain as an autonomous element and undergo the same changes as ordinary lexical items. ( Beijering 2012: 44) clac 65/2016, 223-256 Preda y Ardeleanu: romanian indefinite pro-forms 249 stage of the grammaticalization process, oare(ce) retains the properties of the interrogative particle vare, but these properties are lost in the case of the indefinite ori(ce).
In conclusion, the patterns show that the development of orice has most properties in common with secondary grammaticalization.
4.4.3. Case study -the grammaticalization and pragmaticalization of the indefinite proadverb oricum vare (interrogative particle) > vare (indefinite proclitic element) + cum (relative adverb) (indefinite pro-form, vare cum/varecum) > oare (interrogative particle / indefinite proclitic element) + cum (relative adverb) (indefinite pro-form, oarecum) > ori + cum
We focus next on the essential mechanisms used in grammaticalization and pragmaticalization, on the primitive changes that occur and on the possible side effects of the process, and then we concentrate on the linguistic status and stages of grammaticalization and pragmaticalization of the Romanian indefinite pro-form oricum.
The development of oricum has as its initial stage the reanalysis of the future-tense auxiliary vare into the indefinite element oare. Once the indefinite status has been established, oare agglutinated to cum and developed into oricum, due to phonetic reasons, cf. the examples in Section 4.1.
Based on the examples extracted from the corpus, we established the following grammaticalization path, in which the last stage is considered to be pragmaticalization: The primitive changes that accompany the formal reanalysis and semantic reinterpretation are explained below: at the phonetical level, there is some loss of phonological/phonetic substance in the development of the Romanian oricum from varecum/oareceum (see 2.1). In addition, one may notice changes in morphological compositionality, since oricum is a compositional form, its internal structure being affected by reduction: oare + cum > oricum.
We also notice the loss of morphosyntactic properties, due to the shift form interrogative adverb vare/oare to indefinite proclitic element oare/ori. The use of oricum as a pro-adverb and sentence connector in Present-Day Romanian results in loss of syntactic variability (the adjectival use of these forms in Old Romanian language is lost). In extension, oricum starts to appear more in quasi-phrasal structures, such as:
As far as the semantic changes are concerned, oricum has a more bleached meaning, developing various nuances in the realm of indefiniteness and modality: cumva ('somehow'), într-o oarecare măsură ('to some extent'), în orice fel ('in any way'), măcar ('at least').
clac 65/2016, 223-256
Paradigmaticization is generally related to productivity and frequency, all being correlated in the development of oricum. In a general sense, oricum enters the indefinite pro-adverb paradigm, and is a frequent linguistic item. Obligatorification clearly does not apply to oricum as it is a free choice element, exception being the concessive connector status. Likewise, condensation does not occur because the structural scope of oricum is not reduced, nor does it become (more) dependent upon other constituents in the clause, rather the opposite. That is, sentence adverbs are integrated into syntactic structures, but flexible with regard to their positions.
With respect to layering, the data show instances of coexistence of both adverbial and subordinating oricum. The older oricum (with indefinite pro-adverbial properties) still exists along with the newer oricum that functions also as a sentence connector. As for the divergence, it can be noticed that the source of ori(cum) -the interrogative form vare(cum) -continued to exist in the OR besides the new indefinite form. Specialization does not apply to oricum, as similar and simultaneously existing expressions are not reduced to one major expression. Persistence relates to the fact that a linguistic item or construction retains traces of the linguistic item or construction from which it emerged.
In the second stage of the grammaticalization process, oare(cum) retains the properties of the interrogative particle vare, but these properties are lost in the case of the indefinite ori(cum).
The pragmaticalization of the indefinite pro-adverb oricum implies hierarchical reanalysis, meaning the shift from a propositional (67) to an extra-propositional (68) status, and reinterpretation from relational to communicative meaning. The primitive changes triggered by pragmaticalization manifest at semantic (bleaching) and discourse (increased speaker-perspective, attitude or judgment (subjectification) and attention to speaker-addressee interaction (intersubjectification)) levels. The side effects of the pragmaticalization of oricum result in layering and specialization, context expansion and increased frequency.
In conclusion, the patterns show that the development of oricum has most properties in common with secondary grammaticalization and pragmaticalization.
Final considerations
The purpose of this article was to describe the pragma-linguistic scenario that accounts for the actual situation of the Romanian indefinite compounds. After briefly presenting the current problematic situation of the etymology of the Romanian indefinite proforms, we described the main tenets of grammaticalization and pragmaticalization theories, underlining the perspective given by Beijering (2012) who offers quite a novel theoretical frame. The actual analysis focused on the semantic meanings, morphosyntactic and pragmatic functions taken by these forms during the grammaticalization /pragmaticalization paths: vare (interrogative particle) + pronoun/adverb > vare (indefinite proclitic element) + pro-noun/adverb > oare 
